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Abstract 
The S-l semi-transparent photocac^ode ia the only one that can be used to study the 

1.06 um neodynluo laser pulses of less than 10 pa duration. We first reviewed the 
recent results obtained at the Paris Observatory (research sponsored by the CEA), and then 
we tried to determine the role of the main constituents and their contributions in 
photoemission. 

Introduction 
Processing techniques for S-il and S-20 have been developed for film research purposes 

at the Lawrence Livsrmore National Laboratory. 
A processing station was built in order to provide a reliable system for the production 

of stable films with quick fabrication turn-around time. Furthermore, it is also .ah 
apparatus chat is re,-lily accessible in performing baaic electrical and optical 
measurements on photocathode films. 

Experimental set-up 
The photocathode processing system was designed to be very simple and very convenient 

for production of stable films with quick fabrication turn-around time as Bhown in 
Figure 1. The system consists of four major components, the vacuum chamber and its 
associated vacuum pump, the headers for evaporating the source metals, the power sources, 
and the calibration instruments. The vacuum system (shown in Figure 2) is a compact 
Varian type *lth a pump rate of S-llter/second. It gives an ultimate pressure better than 
10 8 Torr. The glass vacuum chamber (Figure 3) holds three metal gasket vacuum 
flanges. One Is connected to the vacuum pump via a cold trap. The other two flanges 
allow an easy and complete cleaning of the chamber after each series of experiments. They 
also hold multi-head headers. Figure 4 showa the eight pin header used for evaporating 
the source metals- The antimony source is a bead of pure solid antimony melted on a 
plantlnum coated molybdenum wire previously degassed in a neutral atmosphere. To preclude 
antimony deposition on areas other than target (thus minimizing errors in photoemission 
current measurements) a shield is located around the bead. The alkali sources, potassium, 
sodium and cesium are metal dispensers and are heated electrically. They are made of an 
alkali chromate and a reducing agent such as zirconium. By initiating the reducing 
reaction at high temperatures, the alkali metal 1B generated in situ. The quantity of 
released alkali uetal ia generated In situ. The quantify of released alkali metal is 
adjusted by the current value (about 0.5 to 7-A). 

An oven (surrounding the vacuum chamber) is used to process the evaporated materials 
into a photocathode. The oven temperature is increased up to 150OC depending on the 
processing method. The antimony and alkali metal evaporation rate is known by the optical 
transparency of the evaporated film and its photoemission current value. For this purpose 
the photocathode substrate can be viewed and illuminated at both sides through the two 
vacuum chamber lateral windows as shown in Figure 5. A photoaultiplier is used to measure 
the transmitted light emitted by a quartz iodine lamp located in the oven itself. The 
photoemission current Is measured using the antimony bead (and its associated shield) as 
an anode while the remaining twenty pins are maintained at 300 volts. 

The photocathode spectral sensitivity is recorded by using a single pass monochrometor 
(instecd of the quartz lamp) and a standard photomultiplier for the absolute calibration. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Em. ;gy by the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48. 
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Fig. 2. Vacuum System. 
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Photocathode aubstrat. (Figure 6' 
The substrate is a flat, 30-mm diameter, 2-tnm thick 7052 Corning glass plate. Twenty 

0.5-nn Kovar pins are inserted into this glass plate. Holes are ultrssonlcally drilled 
2-an apart: and the metal pir.s are fused to the glass at 800°C In a graphite block. The 
fiat surface la polished and a pattern of 20 spaced rectangular shaped metallic bars 
(centered on each pin) are evaporated through an appropriate mask. Finally, Che pins are 
spot welded to the corresponding header pins and checked out before setting up the 
substrate into the vacuum chamber. 

Fig. 6. Schematic of tha substrate. 

Photocathode processing 
A very thorough cleaning is given to the glass envelope, flanges, headers and 

substrate. This procedure removes alkali hydroxides that are created by exposure of these 
components to the atmosphere. The antimony bead and the alkali channels are subsequently 
degassed by baking them. 

We studied two types of photocathodes. The S-ll photocathode (Cs3Sb) was deposited 
with two different methods. The first one (described by A. Somaer^) is roaaionly used in 
industrial fabrication. The second one is used at the Parij Observatory. It gives nore 
stable photocachodes which can be cransferred to another vacuum chamber without any change 
in sensitivity. In Che context of our studies, the main point is the fact that the cesium 
is evaporated at the end (first method) or at the beginning (second method) of Che 
evaporation process, and consequently, the interface substrate photocathode might be 
different depending on the cesium reaction with the substrate. 

Tvo different methods are also used to deposit S-20 photocathode in alkali photocathode 
(Cs-Na-K-Sb). The first one is very conventional and was developed by A. Sommer. The 
second one is similar but with numerous modification&2a 1° particular, there is no need 
for an initial antimony layer deposition. 

Experiments ana results 
We were looking for different answers[ 

1. Does the spectral sensitivity depend on the substrate type and on the evaporation 
process? In other terms, is It possible to create an intermediate compound 
between the substrate and the photocathode film? If yes, an abnormal transmitting 
or reflecting spectral sensitivity change should be observed. 

2. If an intermediate compound interface is created, do the pin contacts stay ohmlc? 
In other terms, is the I-V characteristic curve still linear? 

3. Is In possible to implement a MOSFET structure and modulate the photoemission 
current through the insulated gate? 
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Evaporation process optimization 
Some preliminary evaporation allowed us to optimize th« photocathode processing 

schedule (taking into account the configuration of the glass chamber) and to set up the 
monitoring instiumentation. Figures 7 and 8 shov the spectral response of two S-20 
photocathodea. The volume resistivity of tho photocathode Is calculated from the formula: 

s-R d e/L 
where R le the film resistance between the contacts A-B (as shown in Figure 4), L is the 
film length, d ie the film width, and e is the film thickness. An approximate value of 
the thlckneSb can he determined by comparing the curve shapes of the measured optical 
reflectance as a function of the wavelength (3) and (6). For example, measurements made 
on cathode No. 3 give an estimated thickness of 40-nm. In fact this value is too low to 
get a good optical sensitivity in the 1. R. range. A better processing schedule gives 
rise to thicker photocathode (90-nm) with better jpectral sensitivity at 750-nn (Figure 8). 

Fid. 7. Spectral sensitivity of thin 
!4Dnm! S-20 photocattiodei. 

Fig. 8. Spectral sensitivity of a thick (90 nm) 
S-2D photocathods. 

Spectral sensitivity versus substrate type for 5*11 and S-20 photocathodes 
The Figure 9 shows the substrates that were used. It is made of seven different 

evaporated metals (aluminuta, nickel, palladium, platinun, gold, chromium and gllver). 
Optical measurements were made with a light spot smaller than the width of the bar. 

For each of the phatocachedes, the uniformity vas checked at different points along the 
bar. At the same time, we also measured the reflected light from each bar. The variance 
between the measjrements on the eight aluminum bars was about 102, thus indicating a 
fairly uniform photocathodes (S-20 or S-ll) over the entire substrate area. Table 1 and 2 
summarize reflectivity of the results for cfte S-20 and the S-ll photocathode. The 
following observations can be made: 

1. The photoemlssion is different from one metal substrate to another. The difference 
can be explained partially upon the Variation of the reflected light from the 
different metal substrates. 

2. The most surprising result is the lack of spectrei sensitivity of 8-20 and s-ll 
photocathodes deposited on a palladium substrate. In fact, ve strongly believe that 
an interoetallic compound was created and consequently affected the reflectance 
characteristics of the palladium substrate. 
Ve have tvo confirmations of this assumption looking at the silver and gold substrate 

behavior. 
When the silver substrate is superficially oxidized the corresponding S-20 

photocathode spectral sensitivity (Table 1) is very low as for a palladium substrate. 
This phenomena didn't appear for a non-oxidized silver substrate and a S-ll photocathode 
(Table Z). 
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Spectral Mruitrvity or a S.Z0 pholocathod* with an oxidized lilvir substrata. 

Table 2 
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Spectral sensitivity of a S11 pbotocathode with a nc-n-bxidized silver substrata. 

I-V Characteristic curves versus subatrate/photocathodc type and evaporation process 
We used the previously described processing methois and measurement techniques. I-V 

curves were measured between the metal substrate pins, tither between two pins In contact 
with the eame metal or one pin connected to an aluminum bar and the other connected to a 
different met^l substrate. The results are surprising: none of the S-ll photocathode 
I-V cnaracteristic curves are linear (Figure 10) contrary to the S-20 photocathode 
observations (Figure II). In other words, we don't have ohmic contacts betveen the pins 
in a S-ll phococathode. Furthermore, these results do not appear to be associated with 
the photocath^de processing technique. Indeed, we observe a cesium reaction with the 
nietal during the very first evaporation. Hence, we used the method where the antimony 
layer '.s initially deposited with a simple twenty aluminum bar pattern substrate. U e obtained sinilar shaped I-V curves and the Fane resistance values in the previous 
measurements. 

Fig. 10. Kvl measurement olS11 photncathode. Fig. 11. I(V) measurement curves for a S-20 photocathode. 
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M05FET structure 
We attempted to configure P MOSFET structure by evaporating 400-tim thick SIO2 layer 

over each odd numbered netai bar to forn the insulated gate as shown in Figure 12. 
Caution in the cleaning and the deposition was taken to avoid a "leaky" SiOji f i l l s . 
Finally, a S-2-0 photocathode i s evaporated and processed according to the Sommer" 
technique. 

With SiO-2 aluminum substrate, the spectral photosensitivity decreases but remains 
high in the I. R. region {-650 in) (Table 3) . 

Figure 13 shows the T-V characteristic curves between the even and odd numbered pins 
with both linear and nonlinear characterist ics . Back-plate photoemission modulation 
experiments vere also made on the isolated strip with a l ight spot focused on the octal 
strip and a nodulated voltage of a few volts applied on the corresponding pin. As shown 
In Figure 14, some signif icant changes in the I-V characteristic curves were observed; 
however, no significant photoemission variation was measured probably because of the 
d ie lectr ic leaklness in the 5 i n 2 film. 

1 2 3 4 5 ( 7 1 910111213 

Fig. 12. Schematic of th« substrate with a 
M O S F E T structure. 

MOSFET structure. photoemission moduTatlon. 

Table 3 
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Spectral ssniitivity of a £20 photocattiode 
with a SiQafaluminum substrata. 
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Concluslctis 
S-20 and S-ll photocathode processing techniques have been developed for film research 

purposes at Livermore. The processing station has proven to be reliable in the production 
of stable films with quick fabrication turnaround tine; also, it has provided an apparatus 
that is readily accessible in performing basic electrical and optical measurements on 
these films. This paper has shown the system capability as well as some characteristics 
of these films. The photocathode film characteristics are being evaluated and will be 
used for developing physical models for energy band~bending effectH at the 
photocathode-glass interface. 

Disclaimer 
This document was prepared as an account of wcrk sponsored by an agency of the United 

States Government. Neither the United States Government nor the University of California 
nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for thj accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would 
not infringe privately owned rights. Reference heveln to any specific commercial 
products, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does 
not necessarily constitute or Inply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or the University of California. The views and opinions of 
authors expressed herein do not necessarily 6tate or reflect those of the United States 
Government thereof, and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes. 
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